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The next time that empire comes calling in the name of human rights, please be found standing idly by

By Stephen Gowans

Maximilian C. Forte’s new book Slouching Towards Sirte: NATO’s War on Libya and Africa (released November 20) is a searing indictment of NATO’s 2011 military intervention in Libya, and of the North American and European left that supported it. He argues that NATO powers, with the help of the Western left who “played a supporting role by making substantial room for the dominant U.S. narrative and its military policies,” marshalled support for their intervention by creating a fiction that Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi was about to carry out a massacre against a popular, pro-democracy uprising, and that the world could not stand idly by and watch a genocide unfold.

Forte takes this view apart, showing that a massacre was never in the cards, much less genocide. Gaddafi didn’t threaten to hunt down civilians, only those who had taken up armed insurrection—and he offered rebels amnesty if they laid down their arms. What’s more, Gaddafi didn’t have the military firepower to lay siege to Benghazi (site of the initial uprising) and hunt down civilians from house to house. Nor did his forces carry out massacres in the towns they recaptured…something that cannot be said for the rebels.

Citing mainstream media reports that CIA and British SAS operatives were already on the ground “either before or at the very same time as (British prime minister David) Cameron and (then French president Nicolas) Sarkozy began to call for military intervention in Libya”, Forte raises “the
possibility that Western powers were at least waiting for the first opportunity to intervene in Libya to commit regime change under the cover of a local uprising.” And he adds, they were doing so “without any hesitation to ponder what if any real threats to civilians might have been.” Gaddafi, a fierce opponent of fundamentalist Wahhabist/Salafist Islam “faced several armed uprisings and coup attempts before—and in the West there was no public clamor for his head when he crushed them.” (The same, too, can be said of the numerous uprisings and assassination attempts carried out by the Syrian Muslim Brothers against the Assads, all of which were crushed without raising much of an outcry in the West, until now.)

Rejecting a single factor explanation that NATO intervened to secure access to Libyan oil, Forte presents a multi-factorial account, which invokes elements of the hunt for profits, economic competition with China and Russia, and establishing US hegemony in Africa. Among the gains of the intervention, writes Forte, were:

1) increased access for U.S. corporations to massive Libyan expenditures on infrastructure development (and now reconstruction), from which U.S. corporations had frequently been locked out when Gaddafi was in power; 2) warding off any increased acquisition of Libyan oil contracts by Chinese and Russian firms; 3) ensuring that a friendly regime was in place that was not influenced by ideas of “resource nationalism;” 4) increasing the presence of AFRICOM in African affairs, in an attempt to substitute for the African Union and to entirely displace the Libyan-led Community of Sahel-Saharan States (CEN-SAD); 5) expanding the U.S. hold on key geostrategic locations and resources; 6) promoting U.S. claims to be serious about freedom, democracy, and human rights, and of being on the side of the people of Africa, as a benign benefactor; 7) politically stabilizing the North African region in a way that locked out opponents of the U.S.; and, 8) drafting other nations to undertake the work of defending and advancing U.S. political and economic interests, under the guise of humanitarianism and protecting civilians.

Forte challenges the view that Gaddafi was in bed with the West as a “strange view of romance.” It might be more aptly said, he counters, that the United States was in bed with Libya on the fight against Al Qaeda and Islamic terrorists, since “Libya led by Gaddafi (had) fought against Al Qaeda years before it became public enemy number one in the U.S.” Indeed, years “before Bin Laden became a household name in the West, Libya issued an arrest warrant for his capture.” Gaddafi was happy to enlist Washington’s help in crushing a persistent threat to his secular rule.

Moreover, the bed in which Libya and the United States found themselves was hardly a comfortable one. Gaddafi complained bitterly to US officials that the benefits he was promised for ending Libya’s WMD program and capitulating on the Lockerbie prosecution were not forthcoming. And the US State Department and US corporations, for their part, complained bitterly of Gaddafi’s “resource nationalism” and attempts to “Libyanize” the economy. One of the lessons the NATO intervention has taught is that countries that want to maintain some measure of independence from Washington are well advised not to surrender the threat of self-defense.

Forte, to use his own words, gives the devil his due, noting that:

Gaddafi was a remarkable and unique exception among the whole range of modern Arab leaders, for being doggedly altruistic, for funding development programs in dozens of needy nations, for supporting national liberation struggles that had nothing to do with Islam or the Arab world, for pursuing an ideology that was original and not simply the product of received tradition or mimesis of exogenous sources, and for making Libya a presence on the world stage in a way that was completely out of proportion with its population size.
He points out as well that “Libya had reaped international isolation for the sake of supporting the Irish Republican Army (IRA), the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), and the African National Congress (ANC),” which, once each of these organizations had made their own separate peace, left Libya behind continuing to fight.

Forte invokes Sirte in the title of his book to expose the lie that NATO’s intervention was motivated by humanitarianism and saving lives. “Sirte, once promoted by Colonel Muammar Gaddafi as a possible capital of a future United States of Africa, and one of the strongest bases of support for the revolution he led, was found to be in near total ruin by visiting journalists who came after the end of the bombing campaign by members of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). “This,” observes Forte, “is what ‘protecting civilians’ actually looks like, and it looks like crimes against humanity.” “The only lives the U.S. was interested in saving,” he argues “were those of the insurgents, saving them so they could defeat Gaddafi.” And yet “the slaughter in Sirte…barely raised an eyebrow among the kinds of Western audiences and opinion leaders who just a few months before clamored for ‘humanitarian intervention’.”

Among those who clamored for humanitarian intervention were members of the “North American and European left—reconditioned, accommodating, and fearful—(who) played a supporting role by making substantial room for the dominant U.S. narrative and its military policies.” While Forte doesn’t name names, except for a reference to Noam Chomsky, whom he criticizes for “poor judgment and flawed analyses” for supporting “the no-fly zone intervention and the rebellion as ‘wonderful’ and ‘liberation’”, self-proclaimed Africa expert Patrick Bond may be emblematic of the left Forte excoriates. Soon after the uprising began, Bond wrote on his Z-Space that “Gaddafi may try to hang on, with his small band of loyalists allegedly bolstered by sub-Saharan African mercenaries – potentially including Zimbabweans, according to Harare media – helping Gaddafi for a $16,000 payoff each.” This was a complete fiction, but one Bond fell for eagerly, and then proceeded to propagate with zeal, without regard to the consequences. As Forte notes, “the only massacre to have occurred anywhere near Benghazi was the massacre of innocent black African migrant workers and black Libyans falsely accused of being ‘mercenaries’” by the likes of Bond.

Forte also aims a stinging rebuke at those who treated anti-imperialism as a bad word. “Throughout this debacle, anti-imperialism has been scourged as if it were a threat greater than the West’s global military domination, as if anti-imperialism had given us any of the horrors of war witnessed thus far this century. Anti-imperialism was treated in public debate in North America as the province of political lepers.” This calls to mind opprobrious leftist figures who discovered a fondness for the obloquy “mechanical anti-imperialists” which they hurled with great gusto at anti-imperialist opponents of the NATO intervention.

“NATO’s intervention did not stop armed conflict in Libya,” observes Forte—it continues to the present. “Massacres were not prevented, they were enabled, and many occurred after NATO intervened and because NATO intervened.” It is for these reasons he urges readers to stand idly by the next time that empire comes calling in the name of human rights.

**Slouching Towards Sirte** is a penetrating critique, not only of the NATO intervention in Libya, but of the concept of humanitarian intervention and imperialism in our time. It is the definitive treatment of NATO’s war on Libya. It is difficult to imagine it will be surpassed.

Stephen, greetings,

It is a pity that you retain that long, petty vendetta, which devalues this review, where you argue,

‘… self-proclaimed Africa expert Patrick Bond may be emblematic of the left Forte excoriates. Soon after the uprising began, Bond wrote on his Z-Space that “Gaddafi may try to hang on, with his small band of loyalists allegedly bolstered by sub-Saharan African mercenaries – potentially including Zimbabweans, according to Harare media – helping Gaddafi for a $16,000 payoff each.” This was a complete fiction, but one Bond fell for eagerly, and then proceeded to propagate with zeal, without regard to the consequences. As Forte notes, “the only massacre to have occurred anywhere near Benghazi was the massacre of innocent black African migrant workers and black Libyans falsely accused of being ‘mercenaries’” by the likes of Bond.’

Here are some facts and context. First, I can’t recall any mention of “innocent black African migrant workers and black Libyans” as mercenaries (that’s not my style), so the last five words should be excised if accuracy is of value. At the time (Feb-March 2011), when solid information was scarce, plenty of outlets – e.g. http://www.theglobeandmail.com/news/world/libyan-unrest-shaking-mugabes-tree/article569470/ – reported on African (including alleged Zimbabwean) mercenaries.

Second, the “zeal” you read into my article – which is a critique of LSE and Saif al-Gaddafi, http://www.zcommunications.org/when-civil-societyism-fronts-for-barbarism-by-patrick-bond – seems exaggerated, given my use of weasel words like “may” and allegedly” and “potentially” and “according to Harare media”. And these careful words followed not just “reports” from the main news outlets – e.g. http://www.news24.com/Africa/Zimbabwe/Zim-army-shooting-protesters-in-Libya-20110224 – but the following parliamentary non-denial by Zimbabwe’s military leader (at a time Mugabe was anticipated to offer Gaddafi exile):

“Mr Speaker, I would like to know from the minister of defence, Emmerson Mnangagwa, whether there is any truth in the recent press reports that many mercenaries assisting Libyan leader Muammar Gaddafi are personnel from the Zimbabwe National Army.”
Mnangagwa’s reply:
“That there are mercenaries who are African and are in Libya – I have no mandate in my duty as minister of defence to investigate activities happening in another African country.

“Whether the government of Zimbabwe has any policy where members of the Zimbabwe National Army are allowed to participate in cases or in events outside the country, I would like to advise honourable members that we do not have that provision in the Defence Act.”

(https://thisjustinzim.wordpress.com/category/mnangagwa/)

Third, the confusion about which “African mercenaries” worked for Gaddafi will hopefully be resolved as specialists mull over concrete evidence. I haven’t seen a definitive account of which countries they came from, and here in South Africa, the state has been coy – http://mg.co.za/article/2012-04-10-sa-refises-to-indulge-uns-mercenary-probe/ – but there were certainly well-known mercenaries from the predictable Joburg circuits who last year “helped” Gaddafi and his family for a $15,000 payoff each (see, e.g. http://www.thenewage.co.za/33042-1060-53-Gaddafi%E2%80%99s_SA_soldiers and http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/africa/wonga-coup-mercenaries-fixed-gaddafis-doomed-last-flight-6255407.html and http://www.news24.com/SouthAfrica/News/Gaddafis-exit-plan-20111029-2).

By the way, I would never accuse you of mercenary journalism because that implies you are doing the devil’s work for money; I think it is just out of spite – e.g. in reaction to this: http://www.counterpunch.org/2007/03/27/zimbabwe-s-descent/ – but whatever the cause, it’s a shame that you soil the pages of leftist ezines with your strange views.

Reply

what's left said, on November 12, 2012 at 4:03 pm

Wow, you’re all over the place.

First, you ask to be excused because information at the time was scarce, and you covered your ass with weasel words “may” and “alleged.’

Then you write “the confusion about which ‘African mercenaries’ worked for Gaddafi will hopefully be resolved” not “the confusion over whether ‘African mercenaries’ worked for Gaddafi will hopefully be resolved,” thereby making the same baseless accusation for which you initially asked to be forgiven.

Next, you offer an exchange in the Zimbabwe parliament, in which the questioned minister says nothing, as evidence that Gaddafi was using Zimbabwean mercenaries. If clutching at straws were an Olympic event, you’d have clinched the gold medal for that one.

And then to top it all off, you acknowledge that your accusation is indeed baseless, when you note that you’re awaiting specialists to mull over concrete evidence.

I’m not sure who accused you of mercenary journalism, but it wasn’t me. I’d be more likely to accuse you of evidence-free journalism, if, indeed, what you write can be called journalism.

It was not spite that led me to mention you, but disgust—disgust at your using innuendo to propagate baseless accusations that made substantial room for the dominant U.S. narrative and fed
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into the massacre of innocent black African migrant workers and black Libyans.

Reply

- MrK said, on November 16, 2012 at 1:27 am

To Patrick Bond,

You can’t believe 99% of what is written about Zimbabwe. There has been a 10 year propaganda campaign against the country, government, and in fact people of Zimbabwe.

For instance, the piece of propaganda called ‘Mugabe And The White African’ was funded by The Economist Magazine, whose board seats Sir Evelyn de Rothschild and his wife Lady Lynn Forester de Rothschild. NM Rothschild in 1887 founded De Beers, the world’s biggest diamond miner, which owns the diamond mining monopolies in South Africa and Botswana, and was thrown out of Zimbabwe. I guess they want back in. Morgan Tsangirai was a miner working for Anglo American De Beers.

There is a lot of money behind the campaign against Zimbabwe, including paid reporters and media shills. And of course mainstream corporately owned news outlets don’t need to be told not to go against the state.


Reply

2. David Montoute said, on November 12, 2012 at 11:23 pm

I’m unfamiliar with Patrick Bond, but he cannot possibly be any worse than the repulsive Trotskyists at Northstar. A thorough take-down of this gang is surely on your list of priorities, Stephen? I was waiting for a statement from them about the siege of Bani Walid, one that would possibly evince some degree of contrition or glimmer of awareness that their juvenile Black vs. White view of the Benghazi uprising was mistaken. But instead, Claiborne, true to fashion, merely declared that the “messy” assault on Bani Walid (which has certainly killed over a thousand individuals) was “necessary” in order to fully “liberate” Libya. That, more than anything else, reveals this sordid “Left” to be nothing more than vulgar cheerleaders for one side in other nations’ civil wars (the side perceived to be “revolutionary” presumably). The conflict in Yugoslavia threw up countless laptop revolutionaries of this stripe, but I mistakenly believed that the phenomenon died out in the ’90s.

Thanks, anyway, for an intelligent review of Forte’s book.

Reply
"Are (the Iranians) trying to develop a nuclear weapon? No." US Defense Secretary Leon Panetta

"I often get asked when Israel might attack Iran. I say, 'Two years ago.'"

"Mossad, Israel's intelligence service, agrees with the American intelligence assessments" (that Iran is not now pursuing a nuclear weapon.)

"Once you convince the public there are demons, you have the license to bomb their people."

"We do not know...if Iran will eventually decide to build nuclear weapons." US Director of National Intelligence James Clapper, Jan. 31, 2012

American officials say there is not hard and clear evidence that Iran has resumed work on the military components necessary to build a bomb.

...some Canadian military officers in private jokingly referred to the NATO jets bombing Gadafi’s troops as “al-Qaeda’s air force”

Concerning the charge that Iran is working on a nuclear weapon: “It isn’t the absence of evidence, it’s the evidence of an absence.” said one former intelligence official... “Certain things are not being done.”

Even as the United Nations’ nuclear watchdog said in a new report...that Iran had accelerated its uranium enrichment program, American intelligence analysts continue to believe that there is no hard evidence that Iran has decided to build a nuclear bomb

How could I possibly explain using the military to destroy the nuclear facilities of a country the intelligence community said had no active nuclear weapons program?—George W. Bush

The Obama administration, in advanced negotiations on nuclear-cooperation agreements with Jordan and Vietnam, has withdrawn a demand that these countries forgo their rights to produce nuclear fuel, senior U.S. officials said.

The tightening of U.S. banking sanctions against Iran over its nuclear program [is]...increasingly hitting vulnerable medical patients as deliveries of medicine and raw materials for Iranian pharmaceutical companies are either stopped or delayed.

United States intelligence officials have said they have no evidence that Iran’s top leaders have decided to take the final steps toward a weapon.
US director of national intelligence James Clapper says there's no evidence that Iran is building a nuclear weapon. CIA Director David Petraeus, Defense Secretary Leon Panetta and chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Gen. Martin Dempsey agree.

US Senator Lindsey Graham: “Do you have doubt about the Iranians’ intention when it comes to making a nuclear weapon?” Director of National Intelligence James R. Clapper: "I do."
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